
STDA
159

With this kit, you can convert 
the 6CCD truck aligner used 
primarily for trucks and buses, 
with RAVTD8060TWSR lowered 
measuring heads, into a car 
aligner compatible with all 
types of vehicles. It consists 
of a frame that can be easily 
secured behind the cabinet with 
the aid of two screws already 
available in the corners.

Kit STDA159 

All data transmission is 
via Bluetooth, making the 
operation quicker and more 
reliable. The kit comes 
with a pair of supports for 
charging two front vehicle 
sensors. (These two sensors 
are not included and must 
be purchased separately)

Its use is recommended for 
those workshops that mostly 
work on trucks and buses, 
but that sometimes need 
to perform wheel alignment 
operations on cars as well. 
The pair of front measuring 
heads is selected before each 
diagnosis, without having to 
reassociate them every time.
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Member of VSG - Vehicle Service Group

For wheel alignment operations on cars, front measuring heads 
18422-18423 have to be purchased separately.

For wheel alignment operations on trucks and buses, measuring 
heads RAVTD8060TWSR supplied with the aligner must be used.

Additional accessories

S110A7
Turn tables 
Diameter 310 mm 
Capacity 1,000 kg

STDA33EU
Pair of self-centring 
4-point clamps, grabbing, 
for 10” to 24” rims

Front measuring heads 
18422-18423                

Technical data and composition presented in this catalogue may vary.
Pictures reproduced are only indicative.
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